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Discover Alaska with local guides. No lines, no crowds, just hands on adventure at an affordable cost.
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At your pace, the freedom to explore Alaska, one day or one adventure at a time.  Let the wilderness work its magic.
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We were founded with the goal of sharing Alaska's wilderness and wildlife with travelers seeking a high quality, authentic Alaskan adventure.
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Reflected in every planning detail of your exclusive exploration is our uncompromising service.  No detail too small. No request insignificant!
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		Sorry, we couldn't find the page you were looking for, but here are some of our most popular posts:


	
		
			
				Top 10 Best Experiences on our Alaska Guided Land Tours

				September 5th, 2023 by aauadmin


				
										Are you ready for an Alaska Adventure of a lifetime? Here are the Top 10 Best Experiences on our Alaska Guided Land Tours[image: ]

	
The number one reason most people love to experience on our land tours is the friendships you build with fellow passengers. You start out as strangers on day 1 and by the end of the adventure you have seen & experienced more of Alaska together. Camaraderie is strengthened through each excursion, group dinner, and adventure! At the end of your tour, you will build a stronger bond than just cruising or driving solo around Alaska.

[image: Family of four standing on a blue glacier in Alaska]


	
There is always the chance of wildlife encounters in Alaska! You just never know what you might see while on tour with us. Denali National Park gives you the chance to see moose, bear, caribou, wolves, and beavers.

[image: ]

	
Seward gives you the chance for marine wildlife encounters & tidewater glaciers. Was that a pod of orcas? Or a group of humpbacks breaching? You may have a chance to see a puffin in their natural habitat. If you don’t get your fill of  wildlife & glaciers, you can always visit the Sealife Center for more wildlife encounters.[image: Family of four standing on a blue glacier in Alaska]


	
The fourth best experience are our breathtaking views from your overnight accommodations. We use family-owned & operated accommodations. This makes our tours feel like you are truly experiencing Alaska. We stay at properties that have lake, creek side, or mountain views. Bonus: You never know what type of Alaska wildlife might stop by for a visit![image: ]


	
Otherworldly encounters on your glacier trek! Ever walked on a massive hunk of ice?! Well, you are in for a treat as you traverse the glacial moraine and step onto the face of a dazzling valley glacier.

[image: Alaska Adventure Unlimited guided land tour top 10 experience]

	
Soar high above the Alaska Range and see just how expansive the landscape of Alaska can be. Jagged peaks of Denali, Mt. Hunter & Foraker jut from the earth. Land on a glacier and experience the thrill of miles of glaciers all to yourself.


	
Take on the white water or enjoy the scenic views! We have two rafting options that please all types of thrill seekers.[image: Alaska Adventure Unlimited guided land tour top 10 experience]


	
Dine like a local. Salmon, king crab, or reindeer dogs, we’ve got something for everyone! We take you to some of the best eateries that give you a flavor sampling of some of our favorite Alaskan cuisine.

[image: Tour Alaska in AAU's Luxury Conversion Limo-Van]

	
With our planned and curated itineraries all you have to do is show up in Alaska and we take it from there! We provide you with accommodations, transportation with a local Alaskan driver guide, most meals, and incredible excursions that will leave you with memories for a lifetime.[image: Alaska Adventure Unlimited guided land tour guide]


	
Our guides really are the heart of the tour. With their local Alaska knowledge, ability to think on their feet and pivot if weather or construction diverts plans. They LOVE what they do & you will too. The planning is taken out of your hands and turned into a journey with your tour guide. Come experience the adventure yourself!




Give us a call today to book your Guided Alaska vacation in 2024!

				


				Tags: Alaska Family Vacations, alaska guided tour, alaska land tour, alaska tour package, best Alaska vacation
 Posted in Alaska Adventure Unlimited |   Comments Off on Top 10 Best Experiences on our Alaska Guided Land Tours

			


		
			
				Small Group Experts!

				January 2nd, 2013 by aauadmin


				
										[image: header-MILEPOST 146]Fantastic trip! It wouldn’t have been so without you folks at AAU.  We feel so fortunate that we have been able to visit your majestic state.  We will have memories for a lifetime, we thank you for that.  Your fine expertise to work out each and every detail from morning to night, made it a perfect trip.  We saw and did things that not many that visit Alaska are able to do. And we were one of the lucky 10% seeing ALL of Mt. Denali!!!

You can be certain that I have been talking about our trip and your company to everyone.  Truly the best of the best.  I have had a couple of folks say that they are looking into to a trip for the coming year. I talked them right out of a cruise with 3000 of their closest friends. Traveling in a  small group with the 4 other couples, was WONDERFUL.  What nice and fun folks.  Loved them all!

So our hats are off to you all for making this Pennsylvania couple absolutely amazed with a trip of a lifetime.  We celebrated our 47th wedding anniversary in a wonderland.  AAU made it all possible.

Thank you again,

Ray and Dottie

				


				 Posted in Testimonial |   Comments Off on Small Group Experts!

			


		
			
				2014 The “Raves” are in!

				April 10th, 2015 by aauadmin


				
										[image: corky2]Did you have a great time on your 2014 Alaska adventure?

	“My husband and I felt the Alaska experience we had with Alaska Adventure Unlimited was the dream trip we had hoped it would be. From the initial information gathering phone call until we were dropped at the Anchorage airport to begin our journey home, everything went perfectly. The small group we traveled with soon became a cohesive body and we shared many exciting and hilarious times together. Ki, our guide, was phenomenal and never shown us anything but patience and command of every situation. Thank you for this indescribable experience.” Marilynn & Ernie 
	“Alaska Adventure Unlimited made our Alaska Summer Vacation of 2014 the most amazing and wonderful experience! Our tour guide, Dwight was the main reason for our very fun and informative adventures. The small group tour allowed us to see more of Alaska and move faster from place to place. We made amazing new friends for life and would encourage everyone to make their Alaska Vacation dream come true with Alaska Adventure Unlimited. Thanks for the vacation of a life time!” Sherri
	“Our trip with AAU was fantastic — It far exceeded our expectations! Our guide was so knowledgeable about the area and the people. Every detail for each day was planned perfectly, with no hiccups along the way. We have already recommended the tour to others, and are already planning our next trip to Alaska!” Linda
	“The AAU Discovery of Alaska tour was fantastic. We hated to leave when it was over. Our tour Guide, Madonna was outstanding- very knowledgeable, caring, flexible, and dedicated to making our tour the best it could be. The activities were all they were billed to be, and the small group size made everything doable. We left with wonderful memories of Alaska and our tour.” Carl
	“Alaskan Adventures Unlimited gave us the trip of a lifetime. From start to finish every thing we did centered around our interests. The smaller size of the tour made it easy to accommodate everyone. The guide was extremely informational and very willing to make all our dreams come true. We can’t think of a thing we change.” Rose Ann
	“It was truly a great trip which we’ll be talking about for years. I wish more of our grandkids had opted to go; but this size bunch was about right. We also thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to travel with the two other families and share the experiences with them. It was nice that the kids had peers to talk to instead of always to parents/g-parents. Thanks again.” Lynn
	“Thanks for an EXCELLENT adventure! Everything – from booking to the completion of the trip – was first rate. We were reluctant to take a tour, but this was a great choice and exceeded our expectations.” Nancy
	“Dwight was an amazing guide whose talent for sharing Alaska is just amazing – he really made the trip personal for each of us, shared his history of Alaska as well as its history – was available 24/7 and was one of the best tour guides we have encountered and we have traveled a lot. Your gift to us was unexpected but is one of the items I cherish the most.I loved everything about the trip – the chalet was spectacular and no one really believes what we accomplished in 8 short days!! Thank you so much.” Alice & Ida Jean


2013 Raves…

	“Thank you again for a wonder tour of Alaska.  You covered many facets of Alaska from the scenery, glaciers, wildlife to the Iditarod. We will remember it always.  Especially, all the wonderful people we met”. Frank & Joan
	“I have already told everyone how great it was and the fun we had. Thanks too for the lovely gift, it is on the mantle and I think of our nice trip each time I look at it.  Thanks so much for everything, it went way too fast!” Lana & Jerry
	“I cannot begin to tell you how professional a tour you provided.  For my fifth visit to Alaska, this is the first time I really saw it!  I hope this will not be the last trip of mine to your beautiful state.” Alvera
	“We realy enjoyed our wonderful guide, Corky, extremely knowledgable about Alaska, very responsive and resourceful as well.  We enjoyed her company every day and looked forward to her calm voice narrating our drives.”  Jackie
	“This trip was amazing!  We had a wonderful guide with so much knowledge and passion for what he does.  We truly could not have asked for someone better to show us Alaska.  I can’t thank AAU enough for making this trip a memory of a lifetime.” Michelle & Frank 
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					Recent Posts from our Blog, including last minute openings, specials, and news!
	[image: ]Top 10 Best Experiences on our Alaska Guided Land Tours
Are you ready for an Alaska Adventure of a lifetime? Here are the Top
Full  details

	[image: ]2023 TripAdvisor Traveler’s Choice Award!
For the 5th year, we are pleased to announce that we have been awarded
Full  details
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Questions? Contact your Alaska Specialist!
Email: info@alaskaadventureunlimited.com
Toll Free: (800) 580-3494
Phone: (907) 373-3494
Fax: (907) 373-3498

Fill out a Quote Request
Book the AAU Chalets
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